
YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES

Be responsible for the maintenance and improvement of

our critical internal applications.

Perform application development based on Agile

methodologies & participate in requirements/user story

analysis, design, and execution.

Conduct appropriate unit and module testing; detect,

report, investigate and fix defects in the application

(production support).

Continually focus on improving the application.

Work effectively in collaboration with other team members,

partners, and other support functions when required

Experience with design thinking methods to understand

personas and develop great user design.

Demonstrated ability to operate within short release cycles.

Experience using modern collaboration tools in a highly

responsive environment.

Great planning and organizational skills, good time

management, with the ability to manage and prioritize own

workload and to deal with urgent deadlines and changes to

requirements.

Close Teamwork and Collaboration across both global and

local team environments.

The ability to communicate across organizational

boundaries and manage stakeholders

A passion for creative solutions to real user needs and

business problems

Driven to achieve high levels of customer satisfaction,

addressing the underlying problem, and questioning any

assumptions, a Logical approach to problem-solving &

meticulous attention to detail.

PLACE OF WORK
The position is based in

Gurugram, India.

FRONTEND DEVELOPER

Simply Jet is an on-demand private jet charter brokerage

company based in Lausanne, Switzerland. We are currently

growing and have several job openings over the next months.

COMPANY

JOB DETAILS
Preferred immediate joiners 

Job Type: Full-time

Salary: Negotiable
Your job will be to work on designing, developing and/or

reengineering complex application components, as well as

integrating software packages, programs and reusable objects

residing on multiple platforms.

YOUR ROLE



REQUIRED TECHNICAL AND
PROFESSIONAL EXPERTISE

2-4 years of proven experience as a Frontend Developer.

Knowledge of HTML5 and Semantic HTML, JavaScript,

CSS3, CSS-extension languages like Less or Sass (SCSS),

(TypeScript is a plus).

Knowledge of CSS Grid & Flexbox.

Having sound knowledge of Tailwind CSS, MUI, Chakra UI,

etc.

Using popular front-end frameworks like React & Next Js.

Knowledge of Global and Local State Management tools

e.g. Redux, MobX.

Good Understanding of React Hooks and ability to create

any custom Hooks based on the requirement.

In-Depth Knowledge of Next JS and a good

understanding of Server Side Rendering.

Creating responsive UI’s and implementing zero-data

designs

Good understanding of SEO and Accessibility uses while

developing a Webpage.

Measuring performance and optimizing front-end

applications using tools like Lighthouse, Sitespeed.io

Good Knowledge of Rest API & GraphQL Consumption in

Frontend.

Working with automated testing frameworks such as

Mocha, Chai, Karma, Jest,

Selenium/Webdriver, Phantom/Slimer and services such

as Sauce Labs and BrowserStack

Bundling and optimizing code using tools like webpack

or parcel js.

Writing code that performs partial page updates, and

makes requests to APIs using AJAX, Axio, React Query,

SWR, etc.

Knowledge of cross-browser compatibility. Familiarity

with CanIUse, modernize, and polyfills.

Sound Knowledge of GIT and Github.

Knowledge of WebSocket, web workers, and NodeJS.

Using templating libraries and formats like Handlebars

and JSX

Basic Knowledge of CI/CD.

+41 414 104 414

hr@simply-jet.ch

We look forward
to receiving your
application! 

CONTACT US


